Fujichrome P1600 D Professional

Konica SR-G 3200
onica's SR-V 3200 was the fastest color-print film available
when it was introduced a few
years back, and today's improved
version, SR-G 3200, still is. Despite
its high speed, SR-V 3200 produced
good-quality images; SR-G 3200 produces even better ones. Color saturation is excellent for such a high-speed
film, and graininess is quite good for
the speed. Sharpness is excellent, and
contrast is good—blacks print as
blacks, not as the off-browns, grays,
or greens of some superspeed films.
We've used SR-V and SR-G 3200
in dim-light conditions with excellent
results. Amazingly, images made in
daylight (how about exposures of
I4ooo between f/11 and f/16 for action-stopping with depth of field?)
and blown up to 5 X 7 inches look almost like ISO 400 images, in terms of
color, sharpness, grain, and contrast.
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While most superspeed films historically have been more novelties
than truly useful, Konica's SR-G
3200 actually can be used for pictorial work whenever such a high film
speed is required: high-speed action
work, dim-light work, handheld
night shooting, etc.
Konica U.S.A., Inc., 440 Sylvan
Ave., Englewood Cliffs, NJ 07632;
(201) 568-3100.
ujichrome PI600 is the fastest
color-slide film currently on the
market, and, naturally, is quite
grainy and not terribly sharp by Kodachrome 25 standards. But it does
produce a soft grain effect that can be
just right for some images, and if you
need film speeds up to El 4800 in color-transparency stock, the image
quality is good for such speeds.
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PI600 is made to be pushed, and
doesn't really have an ISO rating. Instead, it can be rated at Els from 800
to 4800, with appropriate processing
compensation (i.e., extended development—most E-6 labs can do it). Contrast and graininess increase at the
higher speeds, so don't push it more
than necessary. Best results are obtained at Els of 1600-3200 for highspeed color-slide photography.
For special effects, you can choose
either end of the speed range. At El
800, Fujichrome PI600 produces
soft, somewhat grainy images with an
ethereal quality, as in the accompanying aerial photo of cloud formations. At El 4800, you get grainy,
contrasty images with still-decent
color reproduction.
Fuji Photo Film U.S.A., Inc., 555
Taxter Rd., Elmsford, NY 10523;
(914) 789-8100.
hat's the sharpest, finestgrained film available in
35mm cassettes? Technical
Pan film 2415 from Kodak. Tech
Pan, when processed in a low-contrast developer like Kodak's Technidol or Perfection XR-2 developer,
provides extremely sharp, virtually
grainless continuous-tone images
that can be blown up into huge enlargements (assuming that you've
done all you can to maintain the
film's amazing sharpness—mount the
camera on a tripod, use a cable release or self-timer to trip the shutter,
focus carefully, use a really sharp
lens at its sharpest aperture, and lock
the camera's mirror up if possible).
(Continued on page 48)
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